Networks with trainable amplitude of activation functions.
Network training algorithms have heavily concentrated on the learning of connection weights. Little effort has been made to learn the amplitude of activation functions, which defines the range of values that the function can take. This paper introduces novel algorithms to learn the amplitudes of nonlinear activations in layered networks, without any assumption on their analytical form. Three instances of the algorithms are developed: (i) a common amplitude is shared among all nonlinear units; (ii) each layer has its own amplitude; and (iii) neuron-specific amplitudes are allowed. The algorithms can also be seen as a particular double-step gradient-descent procedure, as gradient-driven adaptive learning rate schemes, or as weight-grouping techniques that are consistent with known scaling laws for regularization with weight decay. As a side effect, a self-pruning mechanism of redundant neurons may emerge. Experimental results on function approximation, classification, and regression tasks, with synthetic and real-world data, validate the approach and show that the algorithms speed up convergence and modify the search path in the weight space, possibly reaching deeper minima that may also improve generalization.